
Middle School German 1 - WL9621 Scope and Sequence

Unit Lesson Lesson Details Objectives/Instruction

Unit 1 (Lessons 1-10): Greetings and Familiar Phrases
Unit 1 (Lessons 1-10): Greetings and Familiar Phrases: Vocabulary Activities 

Vocabulary Topic: Greetings and Familiar 

Phrases

Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 1 (Lessons 1-10): Greetings and Familiar Phrases: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Questions and 

Commands

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 1 (Lessons 1-10): Greetings and Familiar Phrases: Culture Activities 

Culture: Germany Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on gestures and dialects.
Unit 1 (Lessons 1-10): Greetings and Familiar Phrases: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Scary Fairy Tale Students listen to and read the Scary Fairy Tale where they can hear, read, and listen to German words within 

the context of the story told in English. A quiz follows in which students answer questions about the story.

Stretch Activity: German Pronunciation: 

Alphabet
Explore: Greetings Students practice their "Greetings" vocabulary by meeting and introducing themselves in German to a German 

speaker. 
Unit 1: Greetings and Familiar Places: Writing Practice

Students write out a short conversation between two people who are meeting each other for the first time. 

Each person needs to say at least three lines.
Unit 1 (Lessons 1-10): Greetings and Familiar Phrases: Assessments

Quiz: Speaking Students think of three questions in German they would ask someone they are meeting for the first time and 

record themselves asking the questions.
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 2 (Lessons 11-20): School

Unit 2 (Lessons 11-20): School: Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: School Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 2 (Lessons 11-20): School: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Nouns with definite 

and indefinite articles

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 2 (Lessons 11-20): School: Culture Activities 

Culture: Germany Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on eating, diet.
Unit 2 (Lessons 11-20): School: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: German Numbers 1
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Unit Lesson Lesson Details Objectives/Instruction

Unit 2 (Lessons 11-20): School: Speaking Practice Students pick ten school related words they learned this week and record themselves pronouncing them.  

They make sure they practice saying them on the Word Machine activity to get the pronunciation correct 

before recording and submitting this assignment! 
Unit 2 (Lessons 11-20): School: Assessments

Quiz: Writing In German, students make a list of at least five objects they see in their classroom.  They must include the 

correct article (der, die  or das ).
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 3 (Lessons 21-30): Descriptions and Colors

Unit 3 (Lessons 21-30): Descriptions and Colors: Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: Descriptions and 

Colors

Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 3 (Lessons 21-30): Descriptions and Colors: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Present tense regular 

verbs

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 3 (Lessons 21-30): Descriptions and Colors: Culture Activities 

Culture: Germany Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on land and climate, and visiting.
Unit 3 (Lessons 21-30): Descriptions and Colors: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: The Broken Window 

Diglot Weave Story

This module helps listening and reading comprehension with a Diglot Weave story. Students listen to and read 

The Broken Window for general comprehension. They gain a general understanding of terms and phrases as 

contained in The Broken Window
Reading: Realia Students imagine that their host sister Sabine is shopping online for a new jacket and she can’t decide what 

color jacket to get.  Students read the advertisement and figure out what color the jacket comes in.
Unit 3 (Lessons 21-30): Descriptions and Colors: Writing Practice

Students write a short conversation of at least four lines where one person meets another and asks how the 

other is doing.  The second person should respond appropriately.
Unit 3 (Lessons 21-30): Descriptions and Colors: Assessments

Quiz: Speaking Students pick a friend or relative and record themselves describing this person in German.  They must use 

complete sentences and include at least five characteristics and five emotions they have learned this week.
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 4 (Lesson 31-40): Countries & Nationalities and Numbers 0-30

Unit 4 (Lesson 31-40): Countries & Nationalities and Numbers 0-30: Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: Countries & 

Nationalities and Numbers 0-30

Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 4 (Lesson 31-40): Countries & Nationalities and Numbers 0-30: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Noun/pronoun 

relationship

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
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Unit 4 (Lesson 31-40): Countries & Nationalities and Numbers 0-30: Culture Activities 
Culture: Germany Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on family and local arts.
Unit 4 (Lesson 31-40): Countries & Nationalities and Numbers 0-30: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Ditties In this module students learn a simple story, poem, or song.  Students will be expected to record an entire 

ditty on their own.
Unit 4 (Lesson 31-40): Countries & Nationalities and Numbers 0-30: Speaking Practice

Students record themselves counting to 20 in German.
Unit 4 (Lesson 31-40): Countries & Nationalities and Numbers 0-30: Writing Practice

Students pick a celebrity to write about.  They write a short conversation in German according to a given 

patter about their celebrity.
Unit 4 (Lesson 31-40): Countries & Nationalities and Numbers 0-30: Assessments

Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Semester 1 Midterm (Lessons 41-45)

Semester 1 Midterm (Lessons 41-45) Assessments A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the previous units. In addition, there is an open-ended speaking assignment where students are asked to say 

four complete sentences in German. They are also given an open-ended writing assignment where they write a 

short conversation between two people who are meeting each other for the first time.

Unit 5 (Lesson 46-55): Common Verbs 1
Unit 5 (Lesson 46-55): Common Verbs 1: Vocabulary Activities 

Vocabulary Topic: Common Verbs 1 Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 5 (Lesson 46-55): Common Verbs 1: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Present tense irregular 

verbs

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 5 (Lesson 46-55): Common Verbs 1: Culture Activities 

Culture: Germany Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on economy, exports
Unit 5 (Lesson 46-55): Common Verbs 1: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Dots, Lines, and Figures In this module, students learn to recognize terms and phrases from audio, text, and imagery. From very simple 

building blocks, they expand to take in, work with, and manipulate a lot of German.  They listen to and read 

shape, figure, and number descriptions for general comprehension. They recognize some patterns in the 

structure of sentences in dots, lines, and figures and practice describing different figures they draw.

Unit 5 (Lesson 46-55): Common Verbs 1: Writing Practice
Students pick five verbs from the vocabulary list this week and write five sentences about their friends or 

family using the verb correctly.  They make sure to use the right endings for their verbs.
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Unit 5 (Lesson 46-55): Common Verbs 1: Assessments
Quiz: Speaking Students record themselves telling five things they like to do in German using this pattern: ("Ich gern"  =  "I 

like").
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 6 (Lesson 56-65): Common regular and irregular verbs

Unit 6 (Lesson 56-65): Common regular and irregular verbs: Vocabulary Activities
Vocabulary Topic: Common regular and 

irregular verbs

Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 6 (Lesson 56-65): Common regular and irregular verbs: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Verb placement in 

statements

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 6 (Lesson 56-65): Common regular and irregular verbs: Culture Activities 

Culture: Germany Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on dating and marriage, and transportation 

and communications.
Unit 6 (Lesson 56-65): Common regular and irregular verbs: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Chatter at a Royal Ball Students learn to understand and to "perform" a conversation between two people watching a Royal Ball. 

They listen to and read Chatter at a Royal Ball for general comprehension.  They recognize terms from Chatter 

at a Royal Ball.  They recognize some patterns in the structure of sentences in Chatter at a Royal Ball and 

practice telling parts of Chatter at a Royal Ball.
Unit 6 (Lesson 56-65): Common regular and irregular verbs: Speaking Practice

Students record themselves saying what they want or are going to do today.  They must use correct word 

order and pronounce the verbs correctly. They can refer to this week's pattern: verb placement in statements 

for help. Students say at least two things they want to do and three things they are going to do in German.

Unit 6 (Lesson 56-65): Common regular and irregular verbs: Assessments
Quiz: Writing Using the new verbs they have learned, students choose five verbs and write five new sentences (different 

from last week's) about things that people they know do.  They refer back to previous week's pattern lessons. 

This assessment is to help students make sure that their verb endings are correct. 
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 7 (Lesson 66-75): Telling Time

Unit 7 (Lesson 66-75): Telling Time and Prepositions: Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: Telling Time and 

Prepositions

Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 7 (Lesson 66-75): Telling Time and Prepositions: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Possessive adjectives 

in nominative case

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
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Unit 7 (Lesson 66-75): Telling Time and Prepositions: Culture Activities 
Culture: Germany Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on recreation and holidays.
Unit 7 (Lesson 66-75): Telling Time and Prepositions: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: The Key of the King's 

Kingdom

Students recognize terms from "The Key of the King's Kingdom." They recognize some patterns in how 

sentences look in The Key of the King's Kingdom. They practice telling parts of "The Key of the King's Kingdom" 

and record themselves giving a performance of "The Key of the King's Kingdom" in German.
Unit 7 (Lesson 66-75): Telling Time and Prepositions: Writing Practice

Students imagine they are working on a school project with several classmates and all of their school supplies 

get mixed up together.  They write five sentences in German telling which supplies belong to which person. 

Make sure and use a possessive adjective in each sentence.
Unit 7 (Lesson 66-75): Telling Time and Prepositions: Assessments

Quiz: Speaking Students record themselves saying given times in German using complete sentences.
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 8 (Lesson 76-85): Days, Months, Seasons, and Numbers 30-100

Unit 8 (Lesson 76-85): Days, Months, Seasons, and Numbers 30-100: Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: Days, Months, 

Seasons, and Numbers 30-100

Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 8 (Lesson 76-85): Days, Months, Seasons, and Numbers 30-100: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Negation with nicht & 

kein

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided.
Unit 8 (Lesson 76-85): Days, Months, Seasons, and Numbers 30-100: Culture Activities 

Culture: Germany Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on government and land and climate.
Unit 8 (Lesson 76-85): Days, Months, Seasons, and Numbers 30-100: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Conversation Snatches 1 Students listen to and read Conversation Snatches  for general comprehension. Students recognize terms from 

Conversation Snatches.  They recognize some patterns in the structure of sentences in Conversation Snatches 

and recognize and respond appropriately to conversational prompts from Conversation Snatches. Students 

practice telling parts of Conversation Snatches.
Reading: Realia Students imagine that next year they are going to study in Germany. Their host family sent a copy of their class 

schedule as given. Students determine on what day(s) they will be taking a biology class.

Unit 8 (Lesson 76-85): Days, Months, Seasons, and Numbers 30-100: Speaking Practice
Students record themselves reciting the days of the week in German.
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Unit 8 (Lesson 76-85): Days, Months, Seasons, and Numbers 30-100: Assessments
Quiz: Writing Students write five sentences telling things they don't do very often.  They use kein  for at least one of their 

sentences.  They don't use either of the verbs in the examples for their sentences. Example 1:  Ich trinke nicht 

oft.
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 9 (Lessons 86-90): Semester 1 Final

Unit 9: Review: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities
Stretch Activity: Scary Fairy Tale Students listen to and read the Scary Fairy Tale where they can hear, read, and listen to German words within 

the context of the story told in English. A quiz follows in which students answer questions about the story.
Unit 9: Review: Semester 1 Final Assessments

Midterm Exam A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the first eight units.  
Speaking Exam Students imagine it's the first day of school and they have been asked to stand in front of their class to 

introduce themselves.  In 5-6 complete German sentences, students introduce and describe themselves to 

their classmates. Students could mention are their name, where they're from, their habits, their personality 

characteristics, etc. They record their responses.
Writing Exam Students imagine they are interviewing a famous person. They think about what questions they would ask and 

what answers would be given. In English or German, students write four complete questions.  Then, in 

German, they write the answers they think their famous person would give. They must use complete 

sentences.
Unit 10 (Lessons 91-100): Hobbies

Unit 10 (Lessons 91-100): Hobbies: Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: Hobbies Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 10 (Lessons 91-100): Hobbies: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Gern with 

verbs/haben

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 10 (Lessons 91-100): Hobbies: Culture Activities 

Culture: Austria Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on the national anthem  and the capital.
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Unit 10 (Lessons 91-100): Hobbies: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities
Stretch Activity: Discovery of Grammar 1 This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Explore: Recipe Students research a traditional recipe from a German-speaking country.  They may consider looking 

up Mohnkuchen, Kartoffelsalat, Spätzle, Kohlrouladen, Weisswurst mit Sauerkraut  or other recipes.  Under the 

supervision of an adult, students prepare their recipes and see how they like it. Then, in German, they record 

themselves saying the ingredients needed to make it and then explain how they liked the recipe.

Unit 10 (Lessons 91-100): Hobbies: Speaking Practice Students pick a family member or celebrity and record themselves saying at least five things that person likes 

to do. 
Unit 10 (Lessons 91-100): Hobbies: Assessments

Quiz: Writing Students answer the following question in German using at least three different complete sentences. Was 

machst du gern? (What do you like to do?)
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 11 (Lessons 101-110): Food (part 1)

Unit 11 (Lessons 101-110): Food (part 1): Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: Food (part 1) Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 11 (Lessons 101-110): Food (part 1): Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Separable verbs This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 11 (Lessons 101-110): Food (part 1): Culture Activities 

Culture: Austria Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on land and climate and the Alps.
Unit 11 (Lessons 101-110): Food (part 1): Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Conversation Snatches 2 Students listen to and read Conversation Snatches  for general comprehension. Students recognize terms from 

Conversation Snatches and recognize some patterns in the structure of sentences in Conversation Snatches. 

Students recognize and respond appropriately to conversational prompts from Conversation Snatches. They 

practice telling parts of Conversation Snatches.
Unit 11 (Lessons 101-110): Food (part 1): Speaking Practice

Students record themselves talking about their favorite foods.  They say at least three sentences using several 

different verbs.  They may consider using the verbs essen, trinken,  etc. and gern .
Unit 11 (Lessons 101-110): Food (part 1): Writing Practice

In German, students write a brief paragraph about the morning routine of a pet or cartoon animal.  In their 

description they use either the verb aufstehen  or the verb anziehen  or both.  They also include information 

about what the character eats for breakfast.  They use several of the new vocabulary items they learned this 

week.  Their paragraph should be four or five sentences long. 
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Unit 11 (Lessons 101-110): Food (part 1): Assessments
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 12 (Lessons 111-120): Food (part 2)

Unit 12 (Lessons 111-120): Food (part 2): Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: Food (part 2) Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 12 (Lessons 111-120): Food (part 2): Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Use of 

kennen/wissen/können

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 12 (Lessons 111-120): Food (part 2): Culture Activities 

Culture: Austria Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on history
Unit 12 (Lessons 111-120): Food (part 2): Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Conversation Snatches 3 Students listen to and read Conversation Snatches  for general comprehension. They recognize terms from 

Conversation Snatches and recognize some patterns in the structure of sentences in Conversation Snatches. 

Students recognize and respond appropriately to conversational prompts from Conversation Snatches. They 

practice telling parts of Conversation Snatches.

Reading: Realia Students imagine that while they’re on exchange in München Germany their parents come to visit and offer to 

take them and their host family out to eat. Given that their mother doesn’t eat meat, which of the menu items 

listed below should she order?
Unit 12 (Lessons 111-120): Food (part 2): Speaking Practice

Students record themselves talking about things they know how to do.  They speak a minimum of three 

sentences.  One of them should be about the languages they know how to speak or don't know how to speak.
Unit 12 (Lessons 111-120): Food (part 2): Assessments

Quiz: Writing Students write five sentences about people or things they know.  They use each of the following verbs 

correctly at least one time wissen, können, kennen .
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 13 (Lessons 121-130): Family

Unit 13 (Lessons 121-130): Family: Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: Family Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 13 (Lessons 121-130): Family: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Articles in Nominative 

and Accusative Case

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
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Unit 13 (Lessons 121-130): Family: Culture Activities 
Culture: Austria Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on general attitudes and language.
Unit 13 (Lessons 121-130): Family: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Discovery of Grammar 2 This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 13 (Lessons 121-130): Family: Writing Practice

While looking at a family picture (or from memory) students write a description of what they see.  They use 

the verbs sehen  and haben  to describe what they see, using the correct articles.
Unit 13 (Lessons 121-130): Family: Assessments

Quiz: Speaking Students respond to the following prompt: Introduce your family!  Make sure to include siblings, parents, 

grandparents, and some of your extended family (aunts, uncles, cousins, etc.) Refer back to Grammar Pattern 

in week 7, lesson 32, if you need to. Example: Das ist mein Bruder.  Er heiβt Erik.  Er ist intelligent.
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Semester 2 Midterm (Lesson 131-135)

Semester 2 Midterm Assessments A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the previous units. In addition, there is an open-ended speaking assignment where students are asked to 

describe a few of their family members in 4-5 sentences. They are also given an open-ended writing 

assignment where they write a 3-5 complete sentences answering the following questions: 1. What are your 

favorite hobbies? 2. What hobbies do you like to do during the summer? 3. What about during the winter?

Unit 14 (Lessons 136-145): Places
Unit 14 (Lessons 136-145): Places: Vocabulary Activities 

Vocabulary Topic: Places Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 14 (Lessons 136-145): Places: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Personal Pronouns in 

Nominative and Accusative Case

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 14 (Lessons 136-145): Places: Culture Activities 

Culture: Austria Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on greetings.
Unit 14 (Lessons 136-145): Places: Family: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Ditties Students recognize terms and phrases from Ditties. They recognize some patterns in how sentences look in 

Ditties and practice singing or telling Ditties.
Explore: Flag Students choose a flag from a German-speaking country. In German, they write a paragraph about the colors, 

the design and/or the pictures found on the flag. In English they explain what each color and/or picture 

represent.
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Unit 14 (Lessons 136-145): Places: Family: Speaking Practice
Students record themselves speaking five sentences in which they describe what happens at five different 

places they learned in this week's vocabulary.
Unit 14 (Lessons 136-145): Places: Family: Writing Practice

In German, students write five sentences total using each given verb once.  Their sentences need to have a 

personal accusative pronoun as the object of the sentence (example: mich, dich, ihn, sie, uns, euch, Sie  etc.) 

lieben, kennen, vergessen, sehen, hören
Unit 14 (Lessons 136-145): Places: Family: Assessments

Quiz: Speaking Students imagine they are talking to a friend on the phone about animals they see at the zoo or on the farm. 

Using complete sentences in German, they describe at least five animals. Example:  Ich sehe eine Maus.  Sie ist 

klein.
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 15 (Lessons 146-155): Animals

Unit 15 (Lessons 146-155): Animals: Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: Animals Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 15 (Lessons 146-155): Animals: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Dieser Words This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 15 (Lessons 146-155): Animals: Culture Activities 

Culture: Austria Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on general attitudes.
Unit 15 (Lessons 146-155): Animals: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Conversation Snatches 4 Listen to and read Conversation Snatches  for general comprehension. Recognize terms from Conversation 

Snatches. Recognize some patterns in the structure of sentences in Conversation Snatches. Recognize and 

respond appropriately to conversational prompts from Conversation Snatches. Practice telling parts of 

Conversation Snatches.
Unit 15 (Lessons 146-155): Animals: Writing Practice Students imagine they work at an ad agency and are working on a campaign for the Humane Society.  They 

have several animals (dogs, cats, birds, etc.) in front of them and they write five sentences to describe the 

animals and convince the readers of their advertisement to adopt the animals.  They use dieser, 

jener  and jeder  words properly to start each sentence.
Unit 15 (Lessons 146-155): Animals: Assessments

Quiz: Speaking Students imagine they are talking to their friend on the phone about animals they see at the zoo or on the 

farm. Using complete sentences in German, they describe at least 5 animals. Example:  Ich sehe eine Maus.  Sie 

ist klein.
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
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Unit 16 (Lessons 156-165): Shopping
Unit 16 (Lessons 156-165): Shopping: Vocabulary Activities 

Vocabulary Topic: Shopping Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 16 (Lessons 156-165): Shopping: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Prepositions, 

accusative

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 16 (Lessons 156-165): Shopping: Culture Activities 

Culture: Austria Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on recreation, and country and development 

data.
Unit 16 (Lessons 156-165): Shopping: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Question Words
Unit 16 (Lessons 156-165): Shopping: Speaking Practice

Students record themselves speaking the sentences from today's written assessment.
Unit 16 (Lessons 156-165): Shopping: Assessments

Quiz: Writing Students write five sentences correctly using each of the following prepositions once: um, gegen, für, 

ohne  and durch.
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 17 (Lessons 166-175): Weather Expressions

Unit 17 (Lessons 166-175): Weather Expressions: Vocabulary Activities 
Vocabulary Topic: Weather Expressions Students review and understand vocabulary through activities such as matching, writing, speaking,  reading, 

and pronunciation practices.
Unit 17 (Lessons 166-175): Weather Expressions: Grammar Activities 

Grammar Pattern: Coordinating 

conjunctions

This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 17 (Lessons 166-175): Weather Expressions: Culture Activities 

Culture: Austria Students read about a variety of topics, including land and climate, history, the flag, population, language, 

religion, general attitudes, personal appearance, greetings, gestures, food, lifestyle, society, and government.  

A short comprehension quiz follows the culture activity focusing on the arts and government.
Unit 17 (Lessons 166-175): Weather Expressions: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities

Stretch Activity: Discovery of Grammar 3 This concept is practiced through matching and translation exercises.  Reading and listening comprehension 

exercises involving the vocabulary and grammar from this unit are also provided to students.
Unit 17 (Lessons 166-175): Weather Expressions: Writing Practice

Students imagine the work at a popular tourist destination answering e-mails from potential vacationers.  They  

write five sentences telling about the weather at different times of the year. Each sentence should include one 

of the following conjunctions (und, aber, sondern, denn) .  
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Unit 17 (Lessons 166-175): Weather Expressions: Assessments
Quiz: Speaking Students record themselves giving a short three-day weather forecast for their local area in German. They tell 

briefly (in one or two sentences) some of the weather conditions for each day.  They  vary the conditions from 

one day to the next even if they have to make it up. Example:  Montag, ist es sonnig und fünfundsechzig Grad.
Quiz: Vocabulary and Grammar A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the unit.  
Unit 18 (Lessons 175-180): Semester 2 Final Review

Unit 18 (Lessons 175-180): Semester 2 Final Review: Stretch, Stories, and Explore Activities
Stretch Activity: Scary Fairy Tale Students listen to and read the Scary Fairy Tale where they can hear, read, and listen to German words within 

the context of the story told in English. A quiz follows in which students answer questions about the story.
Unit 18 (Lessons 175-180): Semester 2 Final Assessments

Final Exam A multiple choice test is given to assess students' understanding of the vocabulary and grammar topics from 

the semester.  
Speaking Exam In 5-6 German sentences, students describe their city, including: places, typical foods, weather, shopping, 

outdoor activities, things to do, general description, other interesting facts about their city
Writing Exam In German, students write a short story about two imaginary friends, including information such as:  What are 

their names?  What do they do?  What are their personalities like?   What are some other interesting things 

about them? Their story should be 5-6 sentences long.  
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